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The brief title first considered for this paper
—"Toward Understanding"—conveyed the
idea of continuing inquiry but otherwise
seemed rather vague. Even the present long
title is subject to more than one interpreta-
tion. If someone thinks that the subject is
the whole developing economic situation
late in the autumn of 1966, he will be sur-
prised to find only a long list of observations
concerning understanding of developing
economic situations in general.
TOWARD UNDERSTANDING
Why do some people spend most of their
working lives trying to understand what goes
on in the world? The justifying phrase in my
academic days was "prediction and control."
Neither "prediction" nor "control" proved
to be a good bureaucratic word. "Control"
clearly is a word to be avoided, partly be-
cause no one in this country wants a society
controlled from the top, partly because the
extent of control is bound to be limited, and
partly because the term implies more re-
sponsibility for the course of events than
most people who have a hand in public
policy-making want to assume. "Prediction"
in the world of economics is obviously a
very different sort of activity from predic-
tion in the world of astronomy. Partly on
this account "projections"—sometimes "A"
and "B" to take care of different basic
assumptions—have rather generally super-
seded "predictions." Paradoxical as it may
appear, in the world of economics "projec-
tions" seem more scientific and therefore
more persuasive than "predictions"—and
at the same time are easier to live with when
the facts make themselves known.
Many historians see little need to justify
their search for understanding in terms of
impact on policy; it is enough to be known
to one's self and one's peers as an expert on
what happened—what happened only yes-
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terday or what happened in the olden times.
One advantage of going back a way is that
information on olden times is not subject to
further revision—at least until someone dis-
covers some scrolls in a cave or some new
arrangements of pollen deep beneath the
surface of a marsh. Another advantage in
dealing exclusively with olden times is that
a high degree of objectivity is less difficult
to achieve; not much can be done about
those times no matter how they are in-
terpreted. Thoughtful study of the past cer-
tainly is satisfying for its own sake, and it
is important as a prerequisite to understand-
ing of the present and the future.
For many students of affairs, however,
more significant as well as more exciting
challenges are to be found in working at the
shifting frontier of time dividing the present
from the future—in deriving from prelimi-
nary information fairly objective analyses
of prospects, analyses that hopefully will
be serviceable in shaping current policies to
achieve carefully considered goals. I have
in mind especially goals for large groups,
including people from many walks of life—
or social strata, if you prefer.
STATING GOALS
Goals—many people's goals—are impor-
tant features of the whole developing situ-
ation. But here we can honor them and pass
on. Most of us want full employment, high
and rising standards of living. We want an
equitable distribution of income, no longer
thinking much about the distribution of
wealth. We want money incomes whose
worth in real terms will not be jeopardized
by sharp price advances. We also seek a
balance of group participation and indi-
vidual freedom—from government, busi-
ness, or other institutional domination—
that will permit life to sparkle and encour-
age creative activity of many sorts, the world
over. We seek—perhaps not actively enough
—more peaceful relationships among na-
tions.
To achieve such broad objectives we set
up more specific goals such as maximum
sustainable growth in output of goods and
services; stability in broad averages of
prices; and viable financial relationships
within and among nations. Then we qualify
these goals. We do not really want maximum
output at the expense of some sort of bal-
ance between population and nonhuman
resources such as air and water, and land
that can be tilled or mined or subdivided.
Nor do we want maximum output at the
expense of a tolerable division of time be-
tween shop and family life.
Now, just one more note about goals,
short-run and long-run. In a growing econ-
omy, tomorrow and the day after tomorrow
will be at least as important as today. They
should be so regarded today, with allowance
only for different degrees of uncertainty as
one plans farther into the future. In this
view the Phillips trade-off between unem-
ployment tomorrow and price advances to-
morrow is a quite inadequate formulation of
a problem; what about the impact of price




Moving now from comment on goals to
comment on description and projection, I
shall keep in mind a recent professorial
observation that while mathematical models
usually include too little, verbal models
usually include too much.
Perhaps we can simplify a little by noting
that projection is only description of the
future subject to less restraint of hard facts
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than description of the past, and that policy
formation to achieve goals may be regarded
for the moment only as part of what is to
be described and projected.
Also, suppose we take a short-cut, not
stopping to look at and reflect on the bits
and pieces of real life that we see around us
—and their interactions—but rather stating
observations and using selected bits and
pieces as illustrative supporting evidence.
Most of these observations are quite familiar,
but all are, I believe, of some significance
to recall in moving toward understanding.
FRAMEWORKS
1. If we are to describe and project mean-
ingfully, we need to have one or more broad
frameworks into which we organize the
heterogeneous mass of detail that is eco-
nomic life; we should not expect newspaper
editors to do this for us. Reserving further
comment until later, I hope you will be
thinking about frameworks in connection
with each observation along the way.
CONCEPTS
2. We need at all times to be as clear as
we can on concepts, on what, specifically,
we are talking about. We should try to under-
stand, for example, such a distinction as
that indicated in a Survey of Current Busi-
ness article for November 1962, where it is
said that "when the aim is to get at a measure
of productive capacity, the present tech-
niques [of measuring real capital] are not
satisfactory because identical amounts of
real capital as now measured will represent
different capacities to produce goods and
services over time." We might also inquire
what a "household" is the next time we use
Census Bureau figures in analyzing housing
demand. Again, although as a matter of
practice we seem to find acceptable uses for
more than one loose phrase such as "eco-
nomic and financial," we should no doubt
continually be searching for tighter lan-
guage.
INFORMATION
3. While well-developed frameworks and
concepts are necessary for good analysis,
they are not sufficient; we need good data
both to fill in prearranged conceptual boxes
and to help determine the shape and
arrangement of the boxes. And we need re-
straint in using poor data, not just recogni-
tion of the need for good data while reaching
for whatever numbers may be readily at
hand. Further, we need users of data who
are not content to know that data are good
for something but want to know whether
the data are good for their purposes, and
how good. And we need producers of data
who really understand something about the
uses to which the information they collect
will be put. Much more needs to be written
on this subject and I trust will be when
projects are proposed for improving statis-
tics by setting up various new arrangements
for collecting and analyzing data.
4. We need information that cannot be
fully quantified, information, for example,
about the way people who make decisions
think and react. We can obtain such in-
formation partly by studying opinion polls
and intentions surveys, partly by being
acquainted with many people, including
people whose thinking is organized around
problems quite different from our own.
ANALYSIS OF INFORMATION
5. In order to use numerical and other
information for serviceable analysis we need
first to study the information; then to apply
such mathematical and other techniques as
seem appropriate for adjustment and inter-
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pretation; then to review preliminary results
in the light of information available on re-
lated subjects; and finally to take such fur-
ther steps as may be required. This may
mean going over the whole study to look
for significant errors in transcription or key
punching; or surprising interpretations of
questions asked; or unusual circumstances
that make usual methods of adjustment in-
appropriate. To the uninitiated the idea of
testing the reasonableness of methods in a
particular instance by the reasonableness of
the results obtained in that instance may
seem to involve a sort of circularity and to
open the way for abuse by analysts wishing
to discard results not to their liking. But
risks are everywhere and the risks associated
with ready acceptance of first results or un-
critical allegiance to a method seem to me
very high indeed.
Among the tools essential for transform-
ing crude data into materials useful for in-
terpretation are electronic computers and
electronic charting devices—and telephones.
Now, equipped with all these, what do we
study?
ECONOMIC LIFE
6. If we confine our analyses to "eco-
nomic life" we need to define economic life
broadly enough to include almost everything
—even though we know we cannot special-
ize in everything to quite the same degree.
IMPACTS OF WAR
7. We cannot ignore, for example, the
impacts of war or even the diplomatic
activities relating to war. The record is clear
that for much of the past half century—the
whole life of the Federal Reserve System so
far—production, employment, price, and
credit developments have been profoundly
affected by wars, preparations for war, and
the legacies of war. World War I and the
terms of the peace that followed—including
uncollectible war debts—were among the
important sources of the troubles of the
1920's and 1930's although, in the light of
post-World War II experience, they are not
now usually put so high on the list of causes
as they once were. In the past year and a
half, escalation of war activities in South-
east Asia has had an important influence on
new orders and expenditures, resource utili-
zation, and speculation about a variety of
future war-related developments. (I might
have referred to this influence as "decisive"
rather than "important" if 40 years ago
Herbert Davenport had not pounded the
table when he said "at the margin, not by
the margin.")
ROLE OF GOVERNMENT
8. Again, we must assess the significance
in our time of government actions not asso-
ciated with war, actions reflected in numer-
ous printed forms to be used in meeting pay-
rolls, writing purchase contracts, collecting
income taxes and customs duties, and keep-
ing track of social security affairs. Condi-
tions in this respect are now appreciably
different from those in 1913 when the
Federal Reserve Act was passed. At that
time total Federal outlays amounted to only
$700 million—1913 dollars—although the
population was nearly half as large as it is
today. Quite understandably, in writings of
that time by Wesley C. Mitchell and others,
profit was emphasized as even more of a
central organizing force in the economy than
it is now and only modest hopes were held
out for dampening of cyclical fluctuations
through government action. There was not
much of a budget to balance or unbalance,
myth or no myth.
Today the situation is different—but how
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different? Are government functions now so
important and government economists and
administrators so well informed and so in-
genious in shaping policies and gaining
public support for them—especially for poli-
cies of restraint in periods of excessive de-
mand—that only one projection has validity,
a projection of steady, rapid growth? In a
luncheon conversation not long ago, one
man took the position that we could believe
this; another talked about the recent emerg-
ence of overcapacity for the production of
dacron and competitive products and the
announcement of a sharp cut in the price of
dacron. While attributing the price cut
chiefly to overcapacity, he noted that the
price cut would stimulate a number of new
uses and would increase consumption in old
uses. A third participant in the discussion
asked how much government expenditures
at large would have had to be increased to
bring about absorption of this particular
overcapacity without a price cut.
TECHNOLOGY
9. Still considering the wide range of sub-
jects to be covered, we need to take account
—for some countries more than for others—
of the now highly organized search for better
technical ways of doing things, whether in
connection with business, government, aca-
demic, or other enterprises. Technological
developments—in the art of making glass or
selling bonds or teaching the young—all
have their economic impacts, impacts on
demands and the availability of resources to
meet them, on costs and prices, and on
saving and investment. Population forecasts
these days need to recognize in one way or
another the potential effects of revolutionary
changes in techniques of birth control. Elec-
tric power experts are already beginning to
think about problems that would develop if
individually owned electric cars were to be-
come popular for short distance travel.
REAL AND FINANCIAL DEVELOPMENTS
10. Approaching the problem of what we
are to deal with from another angle, we need
information and analyses concerning the
"real" world of physical production and em-
ployment, the "financial" world of trans-
actions of the sort handled at banks and
similar institutions, and the relationships
among real and financial affairs. This might
go without saying except that many of the
early mathematical models ignored the finan-
cial world altogether and that financial anal-
yses often have treated the intricacies of the
real world rather lightly.
In the market place, real and financial
affairs are intertwined; production, distribu-
tion, and consumption must be financed, and
the demand for credit depends in good part
on the volume of real output—and prices.
If in some analyses there is still under-
emphasis on financial affairs, it may be partly
because basic goals relate to real things such
as jobs and goods and services. If in some
analyses there is still underemphasis on real
affairs, it may be partly because many policy
actions relate directly to dollar amounts, of
bank reserves to be required and provided,
of tax receipts to be sought and expenditures
to be made. Other policy actions relate to
prices to be paid for the use of funds or, in
the case of income policies, to prices to be
paid for the services of workers and for
currently produced goods.
PRICES, QUANTITIES, AND VALUES
11. Prices of many sorts need to be
studied—prices of commodities, prices of
houses, prices of high buildings on city street
corners and low buildings in industrial
parks, prices of government and industrial
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bonds and shares in enterprises; and a
variety of prices expressed as so much per
time period, including rentals of houses,
yields on fixed return securities over the
whole range of maturities, and rates of pay
for work. Prices multiplied by quantities
yield values; and prices, quantities, and
values together comprise an important part
of the raw material of our study. (The term
"quantity," incidentally, has a double usage,
first as what we multiply by price to get
value, and second as the value itself, which
is what we intend when we speak of "the
quantity of money." If, however, we say
that the quantity of money is equal to its
value, we find that value has a second mean-
ing—the value of money is what in real
terms a unit of currency will command now
as compared with what it did command a
while ago.) Now, before further aspects of
subject matter are explored, attention may
be directed to various types of change en-
countered in studying time series for prices,
quantities, and values.
TYPES OF CHANGE
12. Approximate identification of several
types of change that go to make up the net
change reflected in time series is feasible
much of the time and needs to be under-
taken to facilitate understanding of the de-
veloping situation.
SEASONAL FLUCTUATIONS
13. First of all, seasonal variations—
mainly repetitive from year to year but in
some degree shifting over time, sometimes
suddenly—need to be measured as well as
may be for two purposes. The first purpose
is to take account of them, as in open mar-
ket operations, and the second is to eliminate
them from series to permit analysis of non-
seasonal movements. Recognizing the ad-
vantages of using the computer for all it is
worth in this area—and that is a great deal
—I am still impressed with the need for
thoughtful examination of series before they
are fed to the computer and with the desira-
bility, wherever possible, of making prior
adjustments for important known irregulari-
ties. The advantages of prior adjustments
were demonstrated long ago for working-
day differences—now provided for in some
computer programs—and have been dem-
onstrated more recently for steel strikes.
Programed procedures have not proved ade-
quate to handle periods of sharp cyclical
reversal of direction, such as the spring of
1958; this has been established for many
production series by study of the results of
adjustments on tier charts and by observa-
tion of the subsequent reversal of changes
in the seasonal factors that might have been
used.
IRREGULAR FLUCTUATIONS
14. With seasonal fluctuations taken care
of, changes shown by the commonly used
seasonally adjusted measures need to be in-
terpreted in terms of three types of change
that they reflect in all sorts of combinations
—short-term irregular fluctuations, cyclical
changes, and long-term trends. For some
series the irregular changes—reflecting both
the economic impact of hurricanes, strikes,
new banking regulations and shifts in the
timing of Treasury financing and the statis-
tical impact of reporting and processing
aberrations—are relatively unimportant. For
series of this sort month-to-month or at least
quarter-to-quarter changes shown by sea-
sonally adjusted measures may be regarded
as reflecting mainly cyclical changes and
trends. Quarterly GNP figures and monthly
figures for nonagricultural employment and
industrial production might be so classified.
Changes shown by series at lower levels of
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aggregation or for shorter periods of time
are likely to be more subject to irregular
fluctuations.
When irregular fluctuations are important,
their causes may be known or not known.
If causes are known—and they often can be
ascertained, if time does not run out on ef-
forts to find out what happened—then ap-
proximate special allowances can be made;
for a strike this may mean lowering a pro-
duction series a little before and after the
strike, raising it considerably during the
strike.
When the causes of irregular fluctuations
are not known, these fluctuations may be
allowed for informally in chart reading or
they may be formally suppressed, more or
less, by using moving averages, with the
length of the moving average depending on
the relative importance of irregular fluctua-
tions. Irregular changes are smoothed out
this way in many series shown in Business
Cycle Developments.
Useful as such smoothing often is, the
curves so calculated do not come up to the
last minute; to do that they would need to
be based in part on assumptions as to the
future. And they are averages, in which
significant short-term changes may be aver-
aged out along with the irregulars.
Partly because irregular changes include
many changes from causes unknown, they
are sometimes lumped together, with or
without irregular changes of known origin,
as "random" fluctuations. Considering the
nature of many of these changes and what
ought to be done about them, the term "ir-
regular" seems to me preferable. The posi-
tion might be taken that trends and cycles,
while clearly not random, are in varying
degree irregular and that, therefore, the term
"irregular" has its limitations for use here.
TRENDS AND CYCLES
15. The trend-cycle curves that we have,
once seasonal variations have been allowed
for and irregulars have been brought under
control, need to be studied to see how far
they reflect long-term trends and how far
cyclical changes. In recent years efforts to
measure trend have been extended—we now
have "growth triangles" that show growth
rates calculated from every past year for
which data are available to each later year.
Meanwhile, the calculation of separate cycle
curves, pushed by some analysts in the
1920's, has never regained the position lost
in the 1930's. The National Bureau of
Economic Research in its far-reaching study
of cycles has preferred to work with "cycles
of experience," including trends within cy-
cles, excluding shifts in level from one cycle
to another.
While the basic idea of trends seems
simple enough and while useful trends can
be quickly established for some series in
some periods, quite often great difficulties
are encountered and the results need to be
interpreted with great care. Trends change.
Cycles, cycles of varying length, present
problems in the choice of initial and terminal
dates.
While the computer may be quite willing
to calculate trends from any set of data,
the economist needs to take care, if the re-
turns obtained are to be meaningful. Sup-
pose, for example, that there is a fairly long
period—say 5 years—of rapid advance due
partly to growth in resources and partly to
transition from under-utilization of resources
to nearly full utilization; suppose, further,
that this period is followed by a period of
less rapid advance; then, how should the two
periods be characterized in terms of trends
and deviations therefrom? Pushing the time
horizon back a decade or so or a cycle or
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two might clarify the picture somewhat and
still leave some puzzling problems.
16. We need to study the fluctuations
that go under the name of "business cycles"
whatever we think of that term. To some
people the term is objectionable because it
seems to promise more than can be de-
livered. Cyclical fluctuations are of varying
amplitude and duration and shape; the
troughs of the recessions of 1954 and 1958
were well described by the letters U and V.
Some periods, moreover, fit so poorly into
any cyclical mold, of advance or decline,
that the idea that the economy is always in
one stage or another of a cycle seems open
to question. Proponents of the term "busi-
ness cycles" from the outset have pointed to
dissimilarities as well as similarities among
periods; but in computing averages of dura-
tion and other characteristics from small
samples of diverse cycles they may have
pushed the idea of regularity too far; aver-
ages, like aggregates, sometimes confuse
rather than clarify.
Again, to some people the concept of
business cycles is objectionable because it
seems to imply inevitable failure of govern-
ment efforts to eliminate cyclical unemploy-
ment and achieve steady growth—steady,
rapid growth. While these analysts might not
assert that this is a new world, they might
prefer a term such as "economic fluctu-
ations" to "business cycles." For our times
"economic" may be preferable to "business."
But "fluctuations" may be questioned as
covering many types of change and not
having one significant connotation that the
term "cycles" does carry; each situation does
develop out of the previous situation in a
continuous process, and advances and de-
clines are more intimately related by cumu-
lative forces than the term "fluctuations"
may seem to imply. Description, projection,
and policy-making to achieve steady, rapid
growth need to take this basic idea into
account.
How much help cyclical analysis of one
sort or another may be in projecting the
course of events or in shaping and timing
policy actions is another matter. In my view
cyclical analysis should not be limited to or
thought of principally as leading-indicator
analysis although investigation of leads and
lags throughout the economy is a very im-
portant part of all analytical work. I would
put much emphasis on the search for such
causal interconnections as may be evident
in sequences; on consideration of each cycli-
cal fluctuation of the fairly recent past as a
whole; and on assessment of the basic nature
of the particular period ahead, certain to be
unique in some respects, hopefully in some
respects that can be discerned in advance
from intensive study of recent developments.
With the necessity for understanding sea-
sonal movements, irregular fluctuations,
long-time trends, and cycles in mind, we
are now in a position to consider more spe-
cifically—or less generally—what subjects
we need to study, what types of data we
need to obtain, and what methods we may
use most advantageously in describing the
past and projecting the future.
TIME PERIODS FOR FLOW INFORMATION
17. If budget messages and directives to
the manager of the open market account are
to be written to good purpose, those respon-
sible for writing them, quite aware of the
various types of economic change referred
to above, need to have before them informa-
tion and analyses for appropriate periods of
time—promptly. They need specifically to
have flow information for many different
time intervals, including the calendar divi-
sions of years, quarters, and months and
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even some finer divisions; and also for such
economic divisions of time as their views
on stages of cycles or stages of growth may
require.
Limiting ourselves to the calendar, we can
see very quickly that annual data, serving
some purposes well enough, are wholly in-
adequate for many other purposes. They
would have been of no help in solving the
problem of autumnal pressures in the Lon-
don money market that intrigued W. Stanley
Jevons in 1866. In a paper on this subject,
he used weekly, monthly, and quarterly fig-
ures based on the Bank of England accounts
as he had done 4 years earlier in his pioneer-
ing paper on the subject of seasonal vari-
ations. Edwin W. Kemmerer, in his large-
scale study of seasonals in interest rates for
the National Monetary Commission in 1910,
had his Cornell students work from weekly
figures. In 1932, with runs on banks threat-
ened all the time and occurring all too often,
the Board's staff made daily seasonal adjust-
ments of currency in circulation.
During the 1920's increased efforts were
made to obtain monthly or shorter-term data
promptly in order to facilitate quick re-
sponses to economic changes. There was
also a new emphasis on benchmark data,
used formally at first to improve the quality
of past records and analysis, but not to make
advance allowances for biases in currently
reported figures. For total manufacturing
employment the Board's upward adjustment
to levels established by the Census of Manu-
factures was at the rate of about 2 per
cent per year after 1923.
Later, with a good many monthly data in
strategic areas available—and combined
into measures such as the Board's index of
industrial production—and with a drive to
obtain the sort of completeness of coverage
for the economy represented by the national
accounts, great emphasis was put on quar-
terly figures. Quarterly figures have the
advantage of being less difficult to esti-
mate for areas not well covered in current
reports. Also, even where reliable monthly
figures are available, averaging them will
suppress some irregular changes and thereby
may facilitate current interpretation as well
as the establishing of some relationships
among series. On the other hand, certain
relationships significant to know about in
dealing with some types of change disappear
when monthly figures are averaged; and sig-
nificant monthly turning points such as that
in April 1958 are often lost from view. One
should not be obliged to choose between
quarterly and monthly figures—or to think
of the significance of the news reported every
day only in terms of one particular seg-
ment of time.
RELATED STOCK AND FLOW
INFORMATION
18. We need analysis and data relating
not only to what happens during a period
but also to conditions at the start and finish
of a period. Currently, there is great empha-
sis on flows during a period—flows of goods
and services and funds—but economic bal-
ance sheets as well as income statements are
recognized as materials for study. Interest
in measurement of capacity and rates of
capacity utilization continues. Also, im-
proved information on rental housing vacan-
cies has been made available to help ana-
lyze residential real estate markets. It is true
that no adequate analysis has yet been made
of structural changes affecting the signifi-
cance of inventory—sales ratios, and that not
enough attention may be given to the
amount and nature of mortgage debt out-
standing; but there are plenty of neglected
problems also in the area of flow analysis.
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NET AND GROSS
19. We need flow data net and gross. In
the consumer credit area, for example, infor-
mation on changes in outstandings is useful,
but analysis of such net data can be greatly
improved by having gross figures on exten-
sions and repayments. Being affected by de-
velopments in quite different time periods,
extensions and repayments behave quite dif-
ferently on occasion. Besides, changes in the
rate of credit extensions taken separately
can be compared meaningfully with current
developments in retail trade, and repay-
ments can be related usefully to disposable
income.
TOTAL AND PARTS
20. Closely allied to the observation con-
cerning net and gross is another concerning
the need for data and analysis at many levels
of aggregation. In the field of population,
for example, one figure quite relevant for
high school construction programs and re-
lated local expenditures is the number of
children of high school age. For all public
school construction, more age groups need
to be included. In some recent periods, in-
formation on total population would have
been next to worthless for either purpose;
but a total population figure is useful for
making broad comparisons with the past or
with other countries and for computing some
per capita figures that are of significance.
In the field of prices, broad averages at
the retail and wholesale levels are still often
used in analyses of general economic devel-
opments, and a total consumer price index
is often used in wage negotiations, without
analysis in terms of components. But price
analysis in depth needs to deal with prices
at many stages along the way from raw
materials to finished products and from pri-
mary markets to retail markets. Changes in
prices of farm products and foods ordinarily
reflect changes in supply factors to a greater
extent than prices of industrial commodities,
occur in their own good time, and often
result in changes in the broad averages that
are subject to misinterpretation. Prices of
hogs and cattle, in particular, have their own
individual swings related to short and long
production cycles dependent in part on bio-
logical considerations.
Detailed price, production, and other
data need to be studied to appraise fluctu-
ations in prices for industrial commodities
and their effects on expectations, new orders,
and inventory accumulation, not to mention
earnings, the amount of internal funds
available for capital outlays, and the de-
mands of business for short- and long-term
credit.
One of the finer arts in economic analysis
is to take full advantage of what can be
learned from study of data at many levels
of aggregation—or of "disaggregation," if
you are accustomed to thinking of the broad
aggregates as the starting point for thinking.
The present leading view of one of the re-
lationships among broad aggregates most
important for making projections—the re-
lationship between consumer expenditures
and personal disposable income—seems to
be that some components, notably auto sales,
should be estimated separately, taking ac-
count of factors other than income. The
ratio between expenditures and incomes
(and the saving rate) thus should be re-
garded as changeable from quarter to quar-
ter on this account as well as because of
leads and lags that may appear in connec-
tion with developments such as the tax cut
of 1964. Moving away from the view that
the saving rate should be expected to be con-
stant from quarter to quarter makes sense to
me, especially in view of the many difficul-
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ties in the way of calculating the income and
expenditure figures and consequent uncer-
tainties as to how closely they—and the dif-
ference between them—reflect what is hap-
pening. Aggregates, as sums of components,
often benefit from offsets of errors of oppo-
site direction but may still be subject to sig-
nificant net inaccuracies. Thus, estimating
consumption expenditures requires discre-
tion in the handling of numbers at many
points and not merely in the estimation of
the "exogenous" elements so basic to income
estimates—notably, defense and other gov-
ernment expenditures, plant and equipment
outlays, residential building, and the rate of
inventory change.
MULTIPLE CLASSIFICATIONS OF DATA
21. Fortunately for economic analysis,
with proper care the same data can be used
in different groupings to help answer many
different questions. Production in one indus-
try, for example, can be grouped with
production in other industries turning out
materials or finished products, as the case
may be, and also with production of goods
more or less durable in use. Both lines of
classification are among those important for
understanding differences in amplitude and
timing of fluctuations. Again, production of
goods can be usefully classified according to
the status of principal purchasers of prod-
ucts, notably private producers, private con-
sumers, and governments, national and
local. These groups have different objec-
tives, hold different positions in markets,
make different credit arrangements, and alter
their demands at different times. In some
periods such as the present, grouping of in-
dustrial products as business equipment, de-
fense equipment, consumer durables, and
consumer staples points to important dif-
ferences in rates of expansion, already long
continued.
Production may also be classified as to
whether it is going into business inventories
or being delivered to final purchasers; the
differences in behavior are often striking.
The rate of accumulation and the level of
holdings relative to production and sales are
in themselves significant facts, and to the ex-
tent that information can be obtained con-
cerning the areas of accumulation and the
voluntary and involuntary nature of the
accumulation, the full significance of inven-
tory developments can be better appraised.
In general, at different times different
lines of classification will be especially im-
portant for indicating the type of situation
that may be developing.
COMPARABILITY OF GROUPINGS FOR
INDUSTRY ANALYSIS
22. Unfortunately for economic analysis,
while some industry groupings are closely
comparable with each other—those for man-
ufacturing employment, hours, and pro-
duction, for example, all on an establish-
ment basis—not all groupings for the same
industry are closely related; profit figures,
for example, are based on data for enter-
prises reaching far across the industry lines
based on establishment data. Happily, the
comparability of enterprise sales, inventory,
and order data with establishment data has
been improved in recent years through re-
porting on a divisional basis by most large
enterprises whose activities cross industry
lines. Also, increased efforts have been made
to reconcile various types of data drawn
from corporate and establishment reports.
At the higher levels of aggregation, prob-
lems of this particular sort tend to be re-
duced.
FLEXIBILITY IN ANALYSIS
23. The usefulness of classifying and
studying data for the past in trying to see
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what may lie ahead depends in part on the
extent of our flexibility in using what we
learn to ferret out actual elements of con-
tinuity in the economy and elements of
change that alter economic behavior and
economic relationships. If, for example,
the goal of steady growth were to be achieved,
conclusions drawn from an era of cycles
would need to be reexamined. This would
be true whether or not earlier generaliza-
tions had been expressed in mathematical
terms. That formal models of the economy
—however elaborately conceived and con-
structed to take care of accelerators, multi-
pliers, and the like—will be flexible enough
to capture the individual peculiarity of each
different period in a rapidly changing world
seems much less certain than that those who
construct the models will in the course of
their work learn a great deal about the op-
eration of the economy. For current analysis
and current decision-making, one essential
requirement I see is a degree of flexibility
available only to human minds, human
minds steeped in the history of economic
developments—at home and abroad—and
trained to make use of a variety of tools of
economic analysis.
One further note about flexibility: in all
research more of it is needed than is culti-
vated when pressure to define and test a
particular hypothesis rigorously is so strong
that the researcher is unable to appreciate
what the data are trying to tell him about
some other subject that may be just as im-
portant. (What constitutes rigorous testing
is, incidentally, a subject that warrants a
further sharp look.)
FRAMEWORKS
24. If, as I requested, you have been
thinking all along about frameworks, where
have you come out? Are you perhaps
wondering how everything I have mentioned
so far as important to understanding can be
brought within any single framework? So
am I. How much of the whole developing
situation, for example, is likely to be encom-
passed in study of real things such as produc-
tion of goods and services, and employment?
How much in study of prices for goods and
services and for the use of goods and funds?
How much in the study of values, particu-
larly expenditures and incomes and flows of
funds, as quantities of real things and of all
sorts of claims are transferred at prevailing
prices?
Perhaps, with everything related to every-
thing else, one can go as far as one can go
anyway by starting out to explain changes in
quantities; or in prices; or in values. But
wherever one starts, one winds up talking
about all three or one is not doing much of a
job of relating goals and policies and de-
velopments in the market place. All three,
moreover, need enough direct attention to
reveal whatever of significance they have to
tell. And as a practical matter, all three need
to be approached in their own ways, not in
some way dictated by the desire to integrate
everything into one unified system.
What are some of the problems involved
in measuring and relating values, quanti-
ties, and prices and building a reasonably
complete account, beginning with study of
any one? In some ways the simplest broad
concepts are those of total value, value of
expenditures and value of income associ-
ated with production of goods and services.
Conceptually, the starting point for the ex-
penditure total is the individual sales slip for
final products and such data as are needed
to estimate the current dollar value of in-
ventory change. The values on sales slips
reflect quantities and prices that have al-
ready been multiplied without any averag-
ing. In these figures, both quantities and
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prices change from one period to another
as they do in actual transactions. In contrast,
a quantity index generally assumes constant
price relationships and a price index con-
stant quantity relationships. And quantity
measures relate to goods at various stages
of fabrication and distribution, not just to
one. Thus, to avoid overlapping (such as
occurs in shipments series), the structure in
the weight year is taken as one of net output
at various stages of production, and the
series used to carry this structure forward
through time must represent changes in net
output—by what means best is one of the
current issues of measurement in this area.
In practice, the sales slips needed to ob-
tain total expenditures (current dollar
GNP) are not all available; some values,
as for new autos, are calculated from totals
of units sold and estimates of average prices;
the value of services of government em-
ployees is the sum of paychecks rather than
sales slips; and estimating the value of in-
ventory change involves many steps and
more than a little uncertainty as to the
results. For these and other reasons, the
actual current value GNP derived from the
expenditure side is not the simple aggregate
that it may seem to be in broad concept.
The total value of current expenditures,
no matter how well estimated at the final
product level, cannot tell the whole story of
economic change; it is quantity of output—
output of steel in tons or "constant" dollars
—that is related to all sorts of change in em-
ployment and productivity, and it is prices
that are involved most directly in maintain-
ing the value of the currency and avoiding
such speculative developments as might arise
from widespread price changes in one direc-
tion or the other. Also, changes throughout
the economy, along vertical lines from raw
material to finished product, are significant
to analyze along with horizontal differences
in behavior among different groups of final
products.
Recognizing the importance of quantity
and price measures, is it feasible to move
with assurance from measures of current
values to measures of quantities and prices?
The difficulties of working in the other direc-
tion—from quantity and prices indexes to
value measures-—are readily perceived. They
include various data and other problems in
quantity and price measurement already
noted and also the technical problem of
obtaining a value measure from quantity
and price measures; base-weighted quantity
and indexes of prices, when multiplied, will
not yield a precise value measure, and given
(changing) year weighted indexes for either
have their special limitations. Problems of
the same nature are inherent in any move
from value to quantity or price measures
and, further, any differences between current
value estimates and actual values will affect
quantity and price measures derived from
current value estimates. Also, detail by stage
of fabrication and distribution needed for
analysis of changing supply and demand
positions and the transmission of the impact
of events through the whole economy cannot
be obtained from final product figures alone.
Direct approaches to quantity and price
measurement present problems of their own
that should not be minimized; for many
products deflation of value figures may seem
to be the best way to handle baffling prob-
lems of nonhomogeneity of product. But
the evidence seems to me clear that much
is to be gained by approaching quantity and
price as well as value measurement and
analysis directly. One special advantage is
that of potential improvement in quality
all around that can come from approaching
measurement problems from different points
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of view and then comparing the results. This
is one way that data limitations for ex-
ample—going all the way back to the kind
of records people keep and affecting analy-
sis in different ways in different approaches
—can be partially overcome.
This discussion of frameworks has focused
on approaches to quantity, price, and value
measurement and analysis, almost exclu-
sively with reference to currently produced
goods and services. Transactions in existing
property, real and other, are also highly sig-
nificant, as is readily apparent in analyzing
problems relating to housing and mortgage
markets and to international payment bal-
ances. And, you may have noticed, the em-
phasis on "real" aspects has left "financial"
aspects—the financing of value transactions
of all sorts—scarcely mentioned.
That, in some sense, analysis will always
be incomplete seems inevitable, but that we
can make further substantial progress to-
ward a truly comprehensive story seems to
me equally clear. We can increase the range
and depth of our understanding, I think, by
looking at broad problems from several
points of view. "Framework" is a word that,
like "cycle," seems to me more meaningful
when used in the plural.
With this comment on frameworks the
discussion has returned to the point of
beginning—almost.
TOWARD UNDERSTANDING—AGAIN
As already noted, I take the chief aim of
working toward understanding of economic
developments to be some contribution to-
ward policy-making—public and private.
And public policy-making in the economic
area I take to be aimed at the variety of pur-
poses touched on at the beginning of this
paper. They may be summarized in general
terms, first as encouraging growth of a sort
sustainable and consistent with various other
broad goals and, second, as working actively
toward meeting such major, persistent, spe-
ial problems as the present 8 per cent unem-
ployment rate for nonwhites in this country.
No one set of policies—fiscal or monetary
or other—has the versatility needed to
handle the variety of problems to be dealt
with by one means or another. Whatever
the organizational arrangements for policy-
making may be in the future, the need for
broad understanding on the part of indivi-
duals dealing with highly specialized prob-
lems in particular areas will be very great.
Policies reasonably well adapted to the situ-
ation and to each other can best be devel-
oped among people of such understanding
in whatever branch or agency of the govern-
ment they may be working. And such poli-
cies can be adopted and then implemented
effectively only if many people throughout
the country take an active interest in eco-
nomic affairs and work to broaden their
understanding of economic developments
and economic policies, both domestic and
international.
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